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on the younger composer’s music, educating  
as he went. I cut out some bars, tightened the 
structure here and there, and rationalised the 
orchestration. It was not a painful process, but 
an enjoyable one, for I felt the alterations to  
be positive improvements. 

I had no such difficulties with Symphony No. 10,  
and composed it in a fairly natural way, the  
material stated at the beginning constantly 
leading me from one section to the next. The 
result could be likened to a series of variations, 
each contrasting with the last. There is no 
longer a ‘standard’ format for a symphony; in 
classical formats there would usually be four 
movements, but Sibelius changed all that with 
his mighty seventh symphony which has but 
one movement in the space of little more than  
twenty minutes. My tenth symphony also plays  
for some 20 minutes non-stop, and follows a  
dramatic narrative which to me is vitally important; 
I have always looked on my symphonies as | 
novels, with characters in the form of themes or 
motifs which return and develop. 

One also chooses a form to suit the emotional  
range of the music one wishes to compose – or 
perhaps the form emerges from the material 
one has. I suppose that was how No. 10 came 
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Here are three symphonies composed over a  
period of some sixteen years; No. 2 is dated 2003, 
No. 10 from 2016, and No. 12 from 2018. 

The obvious question is why did No. 2 have to 
wait so long for a performance or recording? 
I was somehow not happy with it and yet didn’t 
immediately know exactly what to do. Was the  
form at fault? Or was it the content? Should I  
scrap the whole thing? I put it away and it  
remained lurking in a drawer until early 2018,  
when I felt able to tackle it with renewed 
determination. Writing symphonies can be like 
that – a process of composing and re-composing, 
sometimes over a period of several years. Just  
look at the agonising processes through which 
other composers went – Beethoven, or more 
recently Sibelius for example. The various  
versions of the latter’s 5th Symphony or Violin 
Concerto are testament to the composer’s  
constant desire to get things ‘just right’. 

When the opportunity to record three new 
symphonies with the BBC National Orchestra of 
Wales arose, I knew that No. 10 would be a hot 
contender, and No. 12 too, and now I thought  
I could finally get No. 2 ready, complete with a 
good many changes resulting from my revisions. 
Actually, it was rather like a teacher working  
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I am grateful to Kenneth Woods for his support 
and for conducting the recording sessions so 
sympathetically and expertly. The members of  
the BBC National Orchestra of Wales also  
fully deserve my thanks for their consummate 
musicianship and professionalism and for  
making the sessions so enjoyable. Last but 
not least, Mike Hatch and Mike Cox must 
be congratulated for their sensitivity and  
expertise in the recording booth. A project like  
this depends on the input of a great many  
people and I am deeply appreciative of all  
those who helped along the way. 

Christopher Gunning, June, 2019

CHRISTOPHER GUNNING

Christopher Gunning has composed twelve 
symphonies, as well as concertos for the piano, 
violin, cello, flute, oboe, clarinet, saxophone, and  
guitar; many of these have now been recorded.   
He has also composed many scores for films  
and television dramas, including Agatha Christie’s  
Poirot, La Vie en Rose, Middlemarch, Cold Lazarus,  
Rebecca, Under Suspicion, Firelight, The Big  
Battalions, Wild Africa, When the Whales Came 
and Porterhouse Blue. With a career spanning  
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into being. I knew the piece had to have a 
wide emotional range but I also knew it had to  
be relatively concise and straightforward for a 
listener to follow. If all this sounds excessively 
technical, I would counter such suggestions 
by saying that for me the emotional content  
is everything; if music doesn’t move us, it  
really is of no value at all. 

Symphony No. 2 is in three movements; in  
the first, following some ‘tick-tock’ pizziccato 
notes, the bass clarinet plays a prominent role, 
with its darkly chromatic scalic passages, but 
it is not long before a second theme, akin to 
an announcement, takes centre stage. There 
is an extensive development of the first few 
themes, until the piccolo announces a complete  
change of tempo and mood. Everything now  
takes on a more dramatic character, building 
to a climax and a big statement of the second 
idea. Finally there is a return to the very  
opening, and some more ‘tick-tock’ pizziccati  
and the bass clarinet returns with more  
of those scalic passages. 

The second movement is slow, mainly quiet,  
and thoughtful, although it has moments of 
greater intensity. 

The third movement is medium-fast and  
mainly buoyant, but sometimes quite strident. 
At the very end, the opening theme from  
the first movement returns in the horns and 
strings, this time forceful or even triumphant.   

Symphony No. 12 has two movements. It is  
far more overtly tonal than Nos. 2 or 10. I needed 
to write something more direct, even melodic, and  
the textures are mostly clear and uncomplicated. 

The first movement begins with a rhythmic  
figure and a feeling of uncertainty. Things 
gradually open up, and the movement contains 
lyrical sections as well as more stormy music 
which eventually leads to a climax. But we return 
to a mood more like the opening, ending on a  
note of quiet mystery. 

Movement two was inspired by the funeral of 
a friend. A bell calls everyone to the chapel and 
the strings intone elegiac music which is  
gradually taken up by the rest of the orchestra.  
We are reminded of events and personalities  
from my friend’s life, including his love of  
English music and the English countryside. This 
subsides into quiet, sombre music leaving the  
bell tolling as people wander off thoughtfully  
into the evening’s fading light.
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50 years, he has won 4 BAFTA and 3 Ivor  
Novello Awards, and BASCA’s prestigious Gold 
Badge Award.

Christopher studied composition with Edmund 
Rubbra and Sir Richard Rodney Bennett at the 
Guildhall School of Music and Drama. After a 
hugely successful career writing for the big  
and small screen he is now focussed on his 
classical work and releases.

Stephen Pritchard, reviewing a disc of his violin 
and cello concerti says “You could never accuse 
Christopher Gunning of low output: twelve 
symphonies, chamber music, award-winning  
film and TV scores and concerti for piano, flute, 
oboe, clarinet and saxophone, now joined by 
works for violin and cello. Harriet Mackenzie’s 
expressive playing makes Gunning’s sinuous 
solo line sing like a bird in his unashamedly 
lyrical celebration of the landscape in the  
Brecon Beacons. It’s instantly accessible, 
warmly melodic yet never trite or cloying (the 
first movement is a gem, built around a single  
chord). The cello concerto is grittier, exploring 
dark themes of ageing and loss. Richard  
Harwood brings a stately gravity to the sombre 
nature of the work”. Ivan March, reviewing  
the Symphony No 5 disc for Gramophone made 

it his ‘Choice’ saying “If you want reassurance 
that the current post-atonal renaissance is in  
full swing, this is just the CD to convince you,’  
and Robert Matthew-Walker at International  
Record Review said Gunning is “a genuine 
composer” and continues, “Gunning’s serious 
works are written in a musical language that  
is not immediately ‘populist’ in the manner 
of Malcolm Arnold or Rod McKuen but which 
naturally inhabits a mode of expression that  
one would expect from a pupil of Edmund  
Rubbra and Richard Rodney Bennett – we 
are talking ‘serious music’. Gunning’s serious  
music deserves study – of that I am convinced 
– and I strongly urge those to whom fashion 
in art means little when compared to what 
is being conveyed by the creator, to investigate 
this disc”.

christopher-gunning.co.uk.  
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Council in China as part of their Inspiring  
Women in the Arts campaign. In 2015, as 
part of an extensive South America tour, the  
orchestra visited the Welsh colony in  
Patagonia. BBC NOW is based at BBC  
Hoddinott Hall in Cardiff Bay, where it  
continues its work as one of the UK’s foremost 
soundtrack orchestras.

KENNETH WOODS

Hailed by Gramophone Magazine as “a 
symphonic conductor of stature”, Kenneth Woods 
was appointed Artistic Director and Principal  
Conductor of the English Symphony Orchestra  
in 2013, and has quickly built up an impressive 
and acclaimed body of work and recordings  
with them. Woods was also appointed Artistic  
Director of both the Colorado MahlerFest –  
the only US organisation other than the New  
Year Philharmonic to receive the International 
Gustav Mahler Society’s Gold Medal – and the 
Elgar Festival in Worcester.

Woods has conducted the National Symphony 
Orchestra, Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, 
Cincinnati Symphony, BBC National Orchestra 
of Wales, Budapest Festival Orchestra, Royal 
Northern Sinfonia and the English Chamber 

Orchestra, and has made numerous broadcasts 
for BBC Radio 3, National Public Radio and the 
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation. He has 
appeared on the stages of some of the world’s 
leading music festivals, such as Aspen, Scotia 
and Lucerne.

Under Kenneth Woods’ leadership, the English 
Symphony Orchestra has gained widespread 
recognition as one of the most innovative  
and influential orchestras in the UK. They  
received Classical Music Magazine’s “Premiere  
of the Year” plaudit for both Donald Fraser’s  
orchestration of the Elgar Piano Quintet in 2015 
and John Joubert’s opera Jane Eyre in 2016. 
Jane Eyre also marked the ESO’s first foray 
into opera, and the premiere and subsequent 
Somm Recordings CD were both received with 
international critical acclaim including a string 
of five-star reviews, Disc of the Month nods and 
the Birmingham Post’s classical music highlight 
of 2016 accolade.

The first of Woods’ many acclaimed ESO discs 
was volume one in the Complete Piano Concertos 
of Ernst Krenek, selected by The Times as one of 
their “Best Recordings of 2016”. Their recording  
of Fraser’s Elgar orchestrations for Avie was a 
Classic FM Disc of the Month. The ESO’s Nimbus  
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# Assistant String Principal

∆ Principal

‡ Guest Principal
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For 90 years, BBC National Orchestra of Wales  
has played an integral part in the cultural 
landscape of Wales, occupying a distinctive 
role as both broadcast and national symphony 
orchestra. Part of BBC Wales and supported  
by the Arts Council of Wales, it performs a  
busy schedule of live concerts throughout 
Wales and the rest of the UK. The orchestra is 
an ambassador of Welsh music, championing 
contemporary composers and musicians, and 
works closely with Welsh composer-in-association 
Huw Watkins.

The orchestra performs annually at the BBC 
Proms and biennially at BBC Cardiff Singer  
of the World Competition, and its concerts can  
be heard regularly across the BBC: on Radio 3, 
Radio Wales and Radio Cymru. Building on its 
extensive work with special educational needs 
schools, BBC NOW performed the first-ever  
Relaxed Prom in 2017, which won Best Family 
Event at the 2018 Fantastic for Families Awards.

In December 2018 the Orchestra toured to  
China with Xian Zhang working with the British 
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recording of Kenneth’s orchestration of the  
Brahms’ Piano Quartet in A Major was chosen  
as one of the 10 Best Classical CDs of 2018  
by The Arts Desk.

In 2016, Woods and the ESO launched their  
21st Century Symphony Project, an ambitious 
multi-year effort to commission, premiere 
and record nine new symphonies by leading  
composers, with the triumphant premiere of 
Philip Sawyers’ Third Symphony at St John’s  
Smith Square. In 2018, the Project continued  
with the premiere of David Matthews’ Ninth 
Symphony, selected by The Spectator as one  
of the Top Ten Classical Events of the year.
kennethwoods.net
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Music from Diaghilev’s Ballet Russes
Stravinsky, Liadov and Poulenc
BBC National Orchestra of Wales
Thierry Fischer conductor
SIGCD271 – 3CD SET

“Helped by state-of-the-art sound, Fischer’s refinement speaks 
volumes in the Rite’s quieter passages, where the string clusters 
and gurgling woodwind have a lucid beauty that contrasts 
finely with the weight of the rest...The real treat, though, is Les 
Biches.... There is a dark undertow in the performance, with 
echoes of Offenbach and 18th-century elegance... The tricky 
choral writing is expertly negotiated, and the playing poised in 
the extreme.” The Guardian

Reservoirs
Orchestral works by Guto Pryderi Puw
BBC National Orchestra of Wales
Jac van Steen conductor
SIGCD128

“Among Welsh composers o the younger generation, Guto Pryderi 
Puw (b.1971) looks likely to achieve real prominence. This disc 
of his orchestral music confirms an assured mastery of the 
medium...The steadfast advocacy of the BBC NOW and Jac van 
Steen is abetted by the immediacy of Cardiff’s Hoddinott Hall.” 
Gramophone
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